
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 

                                Instruction No. 27 /2007/P&D 
 
From 
                    The Chief General Manager/P&D, 
                     DHBVN, HISAR 
 
To 
                     The Chief General Manager (OP), 
                     DHBVN, DELHI/HISAR 
 
                      All General Manager (OP) & M&P 
                      Under DHBVN 
 
                      Meme No.  Ch- 197 /DD-169 
                      Date: 28.05.2007           
 
Subject:        Distribution Transformer Systems For Agriculture Pumping Connections 
 
                      This is in suppression to the following instructions issued by this office for the 
distribution transformers being procured for the release of AP(Tube well) connections:  
 

1. Instruction No. 15/2007/P&D issued vide memo no. Ch-147/DD-169 dated 19.03.07 
2. Instruction No. 21/2007/P&D issued vide memo no. Ch-169/DD-169 dated 02.05.07 
3. Instruction No. 23/2007/P&D issued vide memo no. Ch-172/DD-169 dated 11.05.07 
                 Now it has been decided that, hence forth the distribution transformers to be 

procured for the release of  AP(Tube well) connections, commensurate with the load of 
respective AP connection, should have the following features: 

1. The distribution transformers of capacities 5/10/16/20/25 KVA should be copper wound 
oil immersed, oil natural air natural (ONAN) out door type. 

2. The distribution transformers should have Amorphous/CRGO core with CSP/MCCB 
Protection. 

3. In case of turnkey works the colour of the transformers should be orange.  
4. The transformers should also have the auxiliary assembly in LT distribution box with 

controller, for integrated Remote load management system + Reactive load management 
system + DT Metering, having GSM/GPRS interface on the secondary side of the 
distribution transformers. 

5. The GSM/GPRS Interface & Controller should have provision for Communication to 
Mobiles Control Station/SCADA over GPRS.  PC executing Programming software can 
be connected to a controller through GSM/GPRS Interface or M2M Gateway for 
transferring applications, animating objects and executing operator mode commands. 

                        Nigam’s technical specification Nos S-112/DD-177, S-131/DD-177&S-134/DD-
177 in respective of the above features required in the distribution transformers to be procured 
for the release of  AP (Tube well) connections be followed in letter and spirit. 
                         This issues with the approval of the Managing Director, DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
                    Chief General Manager/P&D, 
                             DHBVN, HISAR 

 


